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BRIEF
XZENT‘s multimedia and navigation systems are among the 
top sellers in the German speaking area. With the introduc-
tion of the X-202BT MkII, XZENT has now given the successful 
2-DIN X-202BT infotainer a facelift. Like its predecessor, the 
new moniceiver impresses with its wide range of functions, 
while offering high quality at a fair price. The built-in CD/
DVD drive, USB port, and microSD/microSDHC card reader 
handle the playback of diverse media and A/V formats. Crisp 
and sharp images are provided by the anti-glare 6.2“/15.7 cm 
touchscreen. The versatile Bluetooth unit is impressive for its 
excellent speech quality in hands free mode and the comfort-
able A2DP based music streaming. XZENT‘s moniceiver has 
an HDMI C input for connecting compatible Android based 
smartphones or tablets. 

LONG
Multimedia and navigation systems from XZENT are by 
now more than just a hot tip. Honored by the trade press 
for its outstanding price/performance on several occasions, 
XZENT‘s moniceivers and naviceivers are among the topsel-
lers in the German speaking area. With the introduction of 
the X-202BT MkII, XZENT has now given the successful 2-DIN 
X-202BT infotainer a facelift.

The X-202BT MkII moniceiver is presented in a new smart 
look with very clear main menus of modern design. The clear, 
logically structured user navigation, conceived by European 
developers, ensures stress free operation while driving.  

Like its predecessor, the X-202BT MkII impresses with its 
wide range of functions, while offering high quality at a fair 

price. Interference-free radio reception is ensured by a high-
performance FM RDS tuner with DSP based noise reduction. 
The built-in CD/DVD drive, USB port, and microSD/microSD-
HC card reader handle the playback of diverse media and A/V 
formats, including high resolution videos. 

For individual sound tuning there is a 4 x 40 watt amplifi er, 
and an equalizer with 5 different presets and 4.1 audio line-
outs on-board. Sharp and crisp, fi ne resolution images with 
high brightness are provided by the anti-glare, resistive 
6.2“/15.7 cm 16:9 TFT LCD touchscreen. 

The XZENT moniceiver has an HDMI C input on the front of 
the device for connecting compatible Android based smart-
phones or tablets to the X-202BT MkII, allowing the screen 
content of the smartphone to be easily transmitted to the 
XZENT device, and repeated on the touchscreen.

The versatile Bluetooth unit of the X-202BT MkII is impressive for 
its smooth phonebook synchronization, and excellent speech 
quality in hands-free mode. Music stored in a mobile phone can 
be comfortably streamed to the moniceiver thanks to A2DP.

With two video outputs and an A/V input for the connection 
of a backup camera, or additional monitor, the XZENT moni-
ceiver can be expanded whenever desired. Interfacing to 
common steering wheel remote controls is done via a CAN 
stalk adapter. 

Visual integration of the X-202BT MkII is also taken care of: 
the tri-color illuminated buttons, offering a choice of three 
colors (red, green, blue), allows harmonization with the cock-
pit lighting of the target vehicle. 

The best for in-car entertainment: the XZENT X-202BT MkII 

The new X-202BT MkII from XZENT is a convincing quality 2-DIN multimedia system with a 
wide range of functions, and ease of use.
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